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 Introduction 

 Light is self-propagating electromagnetic 

oscillations. Electric (and magnetic) field values vary 

in a sinusoidal pattern perpendicular (transverse) to 

the direction of motion. For example, electric fields 

could oscillate in the y-direction while magnetic fields 

oscillate in the z-direction and the wave’s motion is in 

the x-direction. In discussing polarization, we’ll refer 

strictly to the direction in which electric fields are oscillating. When the electric field 

vector of all light rays point in the same direction we have “linearly” polarized light. 

There also exists “circularly” polarized light in which the axis of the electric field rotates, 

like a spiral staircase. 

 Ordinary light is produced by millions of atoms all vibrating in random directions 

and is therefore “unpolarized”. There are five common ways to convert unpolarized 

light into (at least partially) polarized light: (1) absorption, (2) reflection, (3) refraction, 

(4) birefringence, and (5) scattering. 

 “Polaroid” materials contain long chains of molecules that lie parallel to each 

other across a sheet. At optical frequencies, these chains conduct electricity. When 

incident light has its electric field vector parallel to the chains, currents are set up along 

the chains and light is absorbed. The light will be transmitted when its electric field is 

perpendicular to the chains. Polaroids cause polarization by absorption, the light 

emerging from the Polaroid will be polarized perpendicular to the molecule chains, this 

is called the transmission axis. 

 Demonstrations 

 Get a polarizer from the Optics 

Accessory case. The axis parallel to the 0 to 

180 line is the transmission axis of the 

polarizer which contains a Polaroid sheet. 

Note that the transmission axis is often 

misaligned. 

 Clear off the table in front of you 

and look into the table at the reflection of 

the overhead lights. Look through the 

polarizer at that reflection, rotate the 
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polarizer. Also look almost straight down at the table. 

(Q1) What are your observations and how do you explain them? 

 Liquid Crystal Displays (LCDs) use polarizers. Ordinarily the polarizers, liquid 

crystals, and mirrors allow one direction of polarization to reflect while the 

perpendicular direction is absorbed (because of quantum mechanical laws, each photon 

is either entirely reflected or entirely absorbed). Voltages applied to areas of the liquid 

crystal change its behavior and prevent all light from reflecting. Look at your calculator 

(or phone) through the polarizer, rotate the polarizer 

 Polarized sunglasses use Polaroid material and exhibit exactly the same 

behaviors we’ve just seen. Other common uses of polarized light include sensitive 

measurements of solute concentrations and stress analysis in structures. 

 Crossed Polarizers Experiment 

 Equipment: optical bench, photometer with probe, incandescent lamp, angular 

translator with holder, component holder, two polarizers 

 Place a incandescent light 

source onto a long optical bench. 

Place the “angular translator” 30-

40 cm from the light source. Put a 

component holder between. Also 

get a photometer and connect a 

light probe to the photometer. 

Light enters the end of the probe 

and its intensity is measured by the 

photometer. 

 Thread the light probe into 

the hole of the component holder 

attached to the angular translator 

and lightly tighten the set screw to 

hold the probe in place. The 

probe’s end should be within the 

hole, secluded like a mouse in a 

hole. With the incandescent light 

on, you should see a large reading 

on the photometer; adjust the 

sensitivity knob to the setting that gives the largest reading without going off the scale. 

Cover up the input area of the probe, adjust the photometer (the Zero Adjust knob) so 

that it reads zero. Note that the photometer reading is not going to be zero even with 

the incandescent light off – this is background due to ambient light, we’ll correct for that 

in the course of the experiment. 
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 Insert one of the polarizers into the component holder, making sure that 0° lines 

up with the white mark at the bottom. The photometer reading should be lower now.  

(Q2)  Why is the intensity measured by the photometer lower when the light passes 

through a polarizer? 

Place the second polarizer on the opposite side of the holder from the first, again 

align 0° with the white mark at the bottom. You will leave one polarizer fixed 

throughout the experiment while rotating the other. 

 With your lamp on and the photometer running, no matter which sensitivity 

setting you’re on, use the top (0 to 10) scale for all your intensity readings. The 

experiment assumes the background of light from the surroundings stays constant, 

make sure that you are not reflecting or blocking varying amounts of light each time you 

take a reading, and be aware that light from neighboring experiments may reach your 

probe. 

 With the current set-up, the two polarizers are aligned, which we call a relative 

angle of 0°. Enter the current intensity into the “Measured Intensity I” column of the 

data sheet on the 0 line. Rotate one polarizer by 10° and take a second reading, 

continue every 10° until the two polarizers are nominally 90° apart. Go back to the 0° 

alignment and check that your intensity is the same value you had earlier. Rotate the 

opposite direction, taking readings every 10°, this will be the -10° to -90° data. 

 From your data, locate the vicinities at which the intensities were lowest and 

highest. Rotate the polarizer and find the angles of maximum and minimum intensity 

and record the intensity values onto the data sheet in spaces at the bottom. While the 

angles “should” be 0° and 90°, you’ll probably find that max and min fell at angles away 

from those – this is likely due to the Polaroid sheets not being accurately aligned with 

the surrounding scale. 

 The minimum intensity (Imin) is our best estimate for the intensity due to the 

surrounding light which we will now call the background intensity (Ibk). To get the 

intensities due solely to the light coming through the polarizers, subtract this 

background intensity from all the measured intensities. This data will fill the “Signal 

Intensity I’ = I - Ibk” column. Also fill in the maximum value of I’ in the box at the bottom. 

 The exact variation of intensity with relative angle for crossed polarizers is 

predicted to obey Malus’s Law:  

I = I0 cos
2
α 

The angle α is the relative angle of the polarizers away from perfect alignment. For your 

experiment, perfect alignment was measured to be your angle θmax. To compare, you 

need to fill in the “Actual Relative Polarizer Angle” column of the data sheet by 

calculating θ – θmax for all the angles -90° to +90°, these are the angles that your 

collected data was away from perfect alignment. 
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On graph paper, make a plot of I’ versus α.  The α values will be the horizontal 

axis running from -90° to +90°. The vertical scale will be the I’ intensities; choose the 

scale which uses the majority of the graph paper while still being simple. Draw a smooth 

curve through the data points. 

 Calculate all the values for the intensities predicted from Malus’s Law (we are 

calling those theoretical intensities Im), and fill in the final column. The I0 is the value you 

measured earlier and recorded at the bottom of the data sheet, i.e. use I’max; cos
2
α is 

calculated by (cos α)
2
. 

 On your same graph page (maybe in a different color?) plot the Im versus α 

values. If Malus’s Law is correct, and your data was collected with no experimental 

errors whatsoever (impossible), then the two curves should coincide exactly. 

(Q3) Discuss how well Malus’s Law describes your data. Specifically: 

 (a) Are you impressed that your central peaks agreed exactly in position and 

height? Explain that. 

 (b) Was one curve mostly higher than the other? 

 (c) Was there better agreement for positive or negative angles? 

 (d) Was the fit better close to the central peak or further from it? 

(Q4) Suggest a method of numerically comparing the experimental data with the 

theoretical curve.  

(Q5) (a) If your two polarizers were at a true relative angle of 45°, what intensity 

would you have measured? 

 (b) If a third polarizer was added at an additional angle of 45° (90° from the first), 

what intensity would have been measured? Explain your reasoning. 

 (c) [Optional] Perform the measurements of (a) and (b). Measurements for (b) 

will likely be off because the third polarizer’s true transmission axis is uncertain and its 

alignment relative to the first two may change both the aperture for the light to pass 

through the polarizers and the background. 
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